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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.



S7-300/400 (MPI/DP) to S7-300/400 (MPI/DP)

Coupling S7-controller with MPI/Profibus at S7-controller with MPI/Profibus via network

Profinet-monitoring/-diagnosis inclusive alarm-messages

Detect intrusions and anomalies on your ProfiNet.
Early detection of malfunction and failures and malfunctions.
Easy installation, plug and play double socket.



Remote maintenance with TS-software without original TS-adaptor

You have to reach urgend your PLC via remote maintenance and have no TS-adaptor in
your company? No problem, configure with the MPI-Kabelmanager your
S7-interface-cable MPI/PPI-Kabel the mode "TS" for "remote maintenance", connect this
cable with the TS-Adapter (article number 9350-TS) with a standard modem and send it
all to your client. Now you will be able to start the connection with your TS-sofware and
solve the problem. And this all without buying a original TS-adapter.

PLC coupling (data exchange between PLC-devices)

Your pumping stations report the water levels of the central control via telephone
network. The central office itself can of course transmit commands/messages to the
substations as well. Thereto no dedicated line is required, it's sufficient when the stations
connect via network (DSL-router).



Couppling ProfiNet to MPI/DP inclusive WIFI-interface

Wired or wireless communication (WIFI) via the same adapter with the respective control
Devices from the BRIDGE-family always connect a wired-network with a
wireless-network (WIFI) and a specific PLC-interface. This gives you access to the
directly connected controller via WIFI (with S7 to the entired bus) as well as to the wired
Ethernet. Of course also from wired Ethernet to WIFI and control/bus.
 Always connected to each other, all made possible by the devices of the BRIDGE-family.

Logging and analysis of communication data

You want check,why your application cant communicate with the PLC or why after some
time past the communication will be broken? No problem, integrate the
PG-FOX-hardware in this communication way and log through the PG-FOX-software on
an PC the sended data in the exact time. So, you can later check the date and find a
solution of the problem.


